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Working in the White House On Nuclear Nonproliferation and Arms Control:

A Personal Report

Frank

Prior to IYY3. I had spent 20 years as on activist policy-
physicist—mostly on nuclear nonproliferation z~nd :irms
control issues. All my work was done :is an “outsider.’” I
never had a clearance and, with the exception of providing
analytical ammunition to the ~arter White House after it
decided [[>cancel the Clinch Ri\er demonstration] plutt>ni-
um-breeder reactor, I had never worked with the Execu-
tive Branch. During the Rca~’in and Bush Administrzl-
tions, I wrote articles, testified to Congressional commit-
tees about disarmament proposals, and m>tdc about thirty
trips to Moscow to discuss these same prop[]sals with inde-
pendent Russian arms control activists and those interest-
ed in arms cc>ntrol in the Foreign ,Ministry.
Then, in August 19Y3, I was invited to try to affect policy

as one of the 1700-odd people in the “White H(>usc, ” the
complex that includes, in addition to the White House
itself, the Old and New Executive Office Buildings. I
was offered the position of Assistant Direct(]r for Na-
ti(]nal Security in the White House Office of Science and
Technology (OSTP).
I have great respect for Jack Gibbons, the President’s

Science Advisor and the Director of OSTP, and for
Henry Kelly, who had taken the position of OSTP As-
sistant Director for Technology—and who was trying to
do the national security job as well until the position
could be filled. I told myself that, if I were ever going to
work on the “inside, ” OSTP ~vould be zis compatible a
base as I would ever find.
I therefore took >itwo-year leave from Princeton z~nd.

in September 19Y3, joined the Administr~tion and start-
ed to fill out what Henry r~lled “the form from Hell, ” in
which I had to provide the information about my rela-
tives, past jobs, addresses, etc. that the FBI required for
its background investigation.
Sixteen months later, in December 1Y94, I decided

that I had done most of what I could c)n the inside. In
any case, I was losing my bearings as a result c>f‘thought
deprivation” due to a continual barrage of urgent phone
calls, FAXS and interagency meetings. I therefore de-
cided to spend the remaining seven months of my t\\’o-
year stint in Washington with the F.A. S., working again

von H;ppti

as an outsider trying to advance the Comprehensive Test
Ban, a ban on the production of fissile m?lterial for weap-
ons, and other initiatives that 1don’t think the government
will be able to carry thr(]ugh successfully without sorlle
more help fronl the outside.
Many of my friends have been curious about what I

Icarncd as >1result of my service on the inside. Immediately
after leaving. my brain still felt too fragmented by the
experience for me to say anything useful. Now, however,
the pieces arc hcginlling to fit back into place. And I hope
what I h>ive to say at this point will bc of interest to my
fellow activist analysts who have, like I did in the past,
observed the Executive Branch as a black box whose in-
puts ~rc mysterious and whose outputs are perplexing.

(continued on page 3)

An ambience conducive to conscience In 1Y89,t~tbles were
set in ;I birch Srove for L1dil]ner honoring the arms control delega-
tion that W,ISled by the Nataral Resources Defense Council and
included Fr;tnk v“n Hippel. This site is “n :in iskand in an uncon-
taminated lake “pstre~tm from the n“ciear complex,
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F.A.S. URGES CHANGE
IN RISK ASSESSMENT BILL

In an effort to improve the risk assessment regulatory
reform bill, the Federation of American Scientists released
on March 2 a statement urging the Senate to make specific
changes to the House version of the legislation. Supporting
the statement was a five-page analysis signed by, among
others, F.A. S. Chairman Robert M. So low, Nobel Laure-
ate in Economics; Paul Slovic, a past President of the
Society of Risk Assessment; and GOrdon J. MacDon~ld,
an initial member of President Nixon’s Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality. The statement and analysis are avail-
able upon request to the F.A. S. office.
Among the changes advocated is a requirement that the

risk assessment process be demonstrated on at least one
major rule in each agency before full-scale imple]nenta-
tion. According to the statement, “This will permit a finc-
tuning of the procedures that no amount of Congressional
debate and review can produce. Certainly this w(]uld be
practicing the cost benefit approach which the bill is
preaching. ”
The statement also urged that the Senate avoid the over-

reaching judicial review language of the House bill. The
House version permits the courts to review whether or not
the cost and risk assessments were based on “(]bjcctive and
unbiased scientific and economic integration of all signifi-
cant and relevant inform ation. ” The statement warns that
unless judicial review is kept to “an absolute minimum”
the entire process “could easily become a fiasco littered
with undesirable litigatio n.”
In particular, the statement warned that the language in

the House bill could make the public lose faith in the infant
science of risk assessment and as a result might “come to
demand still more stringent regulation of risks despite the
conclusions of experts.’,
It appears that the Senate has incorporated some of

these concerns into its version of the bill. The judicial
review provision in S.291 does not allow for court chal-
lenges of risk assessments based on the scientific methods
used to draw the report’s conclusions.
in another departure from the House, the Senate has

eliminated the requirement that regulators are bound by
the conclusions of the risk assessment and cost benefit
analysis. Under the Senate version, federal agencies must
still conduct these examinsue regulations that do not make
the grade. Congress then has a period of time to dismiss the
regulation before it goes into effect, Although this would
still give Congress the chance to second guess hundreds of
regulatory decisions, it would, as Senator Don Nickels
said, “At least make Congress responsible” (The
Washington Post, March 27, 19Y5).
The Senate bill was voted out of the Governmental Af-

fairs Committee on March 23. No floor action was sched.
uled at press time for this newsletter.

—fMichucl Panetta
❑ ~
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Nuclear Policy Making in the Bureaucracy

In my 500 days in the Administration I learned a great
deal about the difficulties and opportunities presented by
tbc interagency process of nuclear policy making. What
follows are observations, illustrated by some examples.

The Administration’s Decision Not to Test

I had my first experience as an insider four months
before I actually joined the Clinton Administration. This
occurred in May 1Y93, and it was positive. The issue was
whether or not the U.S. should resume nuclear testing.
The previous autumn, after a heated debate, tbe Demo-

crat-led Congress had passed an amendment that declared
it to be the policy of the U.S. government to achieve a
Comprehensive Test Ban (CTB) by September 30, 1Y96.
By attaching the amendment to a bill containing funding
for the Superconducting Super-collider in Texas, a s~ate
critical to Bush’s reelection hopes, Congress bc>xed the
president into signing the legislation. Reflecting concerns
raised during the debate, the amendment provided that the
U.S. could conduct as many as five safety and reliability
tests in each of the fisrdl years 1994, 1Y95 and 1YY6. The
new Administration had to decide whctbcr c>rnot it wanted
to actually carry out tbcsc tests.
The decision that had been prepared for President Clin-

ton by the National Security Council staff, working mostly
w,ith the weapons labs and the Department of Defense
(DoD), was the maximum-permitted 15-test plan. But
then, the new Secretary of Energy, Hazel O’Leary, in a
surprising display of independence, put the decision on
hold until she could better understand the issues involved.

Ellsberg Circulates Paper

I had just written a paper arguing that no more tests
were necessary. The indefatigable Dan Ellsberg, now Z1
Washington, D.C. based nuclear-disarmament activist,
was aware of the internal Administration debate and dis-
tributed my paper to a number of high-level officials. As a
result, my paper was tbe first argument against tbe tests
that reached these levels in the Administration, and Sccrc-
tary O’Leary’s staff decided to invite nle in for two sessions
during which the Secretary would be presented the argu-
ments for and against the 15 tests. I was issued an interim
“Q” clearance so that I could participate in these classified
discussions.
The arguments made for the tests turned c~ut to be ex-

tremely weak. There were simply no “problems to be
fixed. ” But the arguments were political as well as techni-
cal. Most ironic, perhaps, was the observation that, after
all the claims that had been made by the weapons labs
about the need for safety and reliability tests, the Senate
might not ratify a CTB if no tests of this type were carried
out
Ultimately, Secretary O’Leary made a decision none of

her predecessors had been willing to make: stop the testing
despite the opposition of the weapons labs and their politi-

cally powerful supporters in Congress and the Pentagon.
No decision c(>mes without its price, however, and this
same meeting produced the seeds of tbe very costly “Sci-
ence-based Stockpile Stewardship Program” intended to
mainvain the c(>mpetence—and the funding Icvels of the
labs—without nuclear testing.

Hydrmmclear Tests

One argument that I made in the O’Leary meetings has
come back to haunt me. For some of the tests that ap-
peared to have at least some marginal justification, I ar-
gued that the essential information could be obtained with
“hydronuclear tests’’—nuclear tests with yields Icss than
four pounds TNT equivalent. I therefore share the blame
for the U.S. negotiating positic>n in Geneva that hydronu-
clcar experiments must be permitted under a CTB. This
“little bit pregnant” position has made it easy for other
nations to come in with proposals for “permitted experi-
ments” with much Iargeryields—up to a few hundred tons.
If tests were continued in this yield range, non-nuclear

weapon states could conclude that the quest for more use-
ful zind “useable” nuclear weapons had not ended. This
would greatly undermine the nonproliferation Value of a
CTB, which is supposed to symbolke an understanding
that nuclear weapons are not useable. The “threshold
states” (Israel, India and Pakistan), which have not signed
the Nonproliferation Treaty, could also obtain valuable
information from low-yield tests that they could use to
design more compact fission warheads for usc on ballistic
missiles.
In retrospect, it was a mistake in the first place to include

small fission explosions in the category of permitted ex-
periments. All such experiments should be banned. This
may appear implausible as a basis for an agreement with
the other nuclear-weapon states, but officials in both the
Chinese and Russian Foreign Ministries have suggested
informally thot their nuclear-weapons designers would find
it easier to accept a zero-pound than a four-pound limit—
perhaps because they believe (incorrectly) that the U.S.
could achieve much more at four pounds than they could.

Turf and Arms-control Policy

Once I \vas inside the White House, I learned about
“tur~’-and also that I had very little. Arms control and
nonproliferation policy-making is coordinated in the
White House by tbe National Security Council. And the
“Senior Directors” who control these areas were not about
to turn over even the smallest portion of their authority to
me. It also turned out that the NSC Defense Policy and
Arms Control Directorate, headed by a former defense
aide of Senator Nunn, until the last election Chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Committee, tends to side with
the Pentagon on arms control issues.
Room for debate within the Administration is limited

still further by the fact that the State Department also
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tends to follow, the Pentagon’s lead. Indeed, the L1ndcrscc-
retary of State for International Security Affairs, a fc]rmer
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense. has t\vice persuad-
ed the Secretary of State to recommend to the President
that the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency be ~bol-
ished.
With this lineup, there has been very little effective

resistance within the Administration to ideas that undercut
arms control. Onc idea was to add an “easy-out” provision
tt) the U.S. CTB negotiating position. Such a provision
would allow zlny country to drop out (>f the CTB after 10
years without explanation. This proposal undercut the
U.S. effort to persuade the non-nuclear weapon states to
sign up for an indefinite extension of the Non-proliferatiall
Treaty. After much outside criticism the idea was ahan-
doncd, but only on the eve c)f the NPT Extension Confer-
ence.

Reinterpreting the ABM Treaty

Another Administration proposal—to reinterpret the
1Y72 U.S.-Soviet ABM Treaty, which limits Anti-Ballistic
Missile systems— may well undermine the potcntia! for
further strategic arms cuts. The purpose of this propos>d is
to allow the testing and deployment of the Army’s nelv
Theater High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system,
as well as proposed future Navy and Air Force theatcr-
missile-defense systems.
In addition to proposing a reinterpretation that would

largely remove the Treaty’s restraints on tcchnOlOgies that
can be used for theater defense, the Administration has
shown astonishingly little interest in preserving the Trea-
ty’s constraints on strategic defenses. Making the world
safe for THAAD is seen as an imperative; warnings that
lowering the harriers to future strategic ballistic-missile
defenses may make it more difficult to achieve further
strategic arms reductions—indeed, may even result in the
Russian Duma’s failure to ratify the START 11 :igree-
ment—are given the short shrift. (Since the N(]vemhcr
election, of course, the Administration has been under
attack from the RepuhIican Congress for \~anting to pre-
serve the ABM Treaty at all. )

The Power of the “Leak”

Given the dominant arms-control-indifferent configura.
tion in the Executive Branch national security burc:\ucra-
cy, any avenue of appeal is critical. Unfortunately, in the
area of arms control, there has been little recourse inside
the Administration. The President, the National Security
Advisor, and the Sccrctary of State all have had c>ther
pressing concerns.
Prior to November 19Y4, arms control advocates within

the Administration had one recourse—appealing to the
Democratic Congress. This was most easily done via a leak
to a sympathetic journalist.
An example from the spring of 1YY3, befc)re I joined the

Administration, illustrates the importance of leaks. There
was a proposal, agreed to by most of the natiOnal-s~curity
bureaucracy, that a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

should allow nuclear explosions with yields up to onc kik-
t(>n. A leak to The Wa.Yhington PcJsf triggered a very stiff
Ictter to the president from senators who had pushed tbe
ncw pro-CTB pc>licy through the Congress. And the one-
kiloton CTB proposal that had been impossible to stop
inside the Administrati(>n was de:ld—stopped by a single
leak.
During my time in the White House, I c]ften thought

about the p(~wcr of the leak but never employed it. The
National Security Council (NSC) leaked to the press all the
time. But it controlled the turf and I didn’t. If my adversar-
ies within the NSC could pkiusibly accuse me of leaking,
they would have a rc:ison for excluding OSTP fr(>m the
n?itionzil-security policy-making process altogether. After
a series of embarrassing leaks, a high-level NSC offici>d
reportedly w?lrncd of potential further restrictions on th(>se
\vh(j would be alk>\ved .to participate in the Administra-
ti[}n’s policy debate on arms contr(>l. And then, he report-
edly added “1 would rather have the policy he wr(>ng thtln
tc>have a Iezk heforc the President makes his dccisi(] n.”

Summit Opportunities

The interagency pr(>cess spends most of its time reducing
g[>od ideas IC>mush. But periodically a summit meeting
comes into sight and suddenly the President’s or Vice Pres-
ident’s staff —conccrncd about o “ho-hum” verdict on the
summit—is out searching for “bold new proposals. ”
My first experience with this phenomcn[>n occurred car-

Iy in December 19Y3, during the run-up to the second
nlceting of Vice President Gore with Russian Prin]c Minis-
ter Chcrnomyrdin.
Three of Russia’s military plut(>nium-prc] duction rcac-

tc]rs—twc] near T(]msk and one near Kr>{sn(>yarsk —arc
being kept in operation because they prt]duce essential
hctit and electricity for the associated closed cities of
Tomsk-7 and Krasnc]yarsk-26 and for the city of Tc>msk.
Continllcd (>peratic)n has resulted in cc)ntinucd separation
of onc tc> two tons of weapons-grade plutonium ZIyear
hcc;iuse their tdttmillum-clad uranium-metal fuel is not
designed for pr[)longcd st<>rage. If these reactors arc to he
shut d(>lvn, at] alternative source t~f energy will have tt) he
f(]und.
During the early f>dl of 1Y93, Evgeny Velikhov, a collab-

c>rator of the F.A. S. in arms-control initiatives during the
Gorbachev era, visited Washington and told me of a possi-
bic way of providing the alternative energy that hc be-
lieved would cost only about $2j million. He suggested
thflt, for this amount, a Russian military jet-engine factory
c(>uld be converted to the production of stationary gas
turbines fc)r gener:iting electricity. GasProm, Russia’s ntit-
ural gas utility, would then be willing to buy these turbines
>ind install them at strategic points around Tomsk \vhcrc
their exhausts would heat water for its district-heating sys-
tcm.
This was an irresistible proposal, combining in one pick-

?ige the conversion of part of the Russian military-industri-
al complex with the replacement of unsafe plutonium-pro-
duction reactors by a clean source of energy. Accordingly,
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in mid-December, in Moscow, the Vice President and the
Prime Minister agreed that: (i) the plutonium-production
reactors would be shut down by the year 2000, (ii) the U.S.
would provide assistance to bring alternative energy
s(]urces on line by that date, and (iii) tbe storage and
disposition of the plutonium separated from the reactors’
fuel in the interim would be subject to joint monitoring.
Unfortunately, Velikhov’s idea did not work out. Gas-

Prom was not after all interested in financing the gas-
turbine co-generation plants and their associated gas sup-
ply. And the city governments of both Tomsk and Krasno-
yarsk-26 indicated that they would prefer to have Western
funding fc>r the completion of coal-fired co-generation
plants that had been partially built outside each city.
The U.S. is financing feasibility studies to explore tbe

possibility of international loans t(> finance these or other
sources of alternative energy, but it is not clear at this time
how such loans could be paid back. A compromise solution
that is being considered would be to assist the Ministry of
Atomic Energy in converting the production reactors to a
fuel cycle with storable fuel SC]that the plutonium would
not be separated from the highly radioactive fission prod-
ucts that protect it from theft. The main hesitation about
this proposal has been that it could result in extending the
operation of what may bc the most unsafe reactors in
Russia.

Warhead Arms Control

From 1987 to 1Y93, an F.A. S. working group examined
the technical basis for an extension of nucletlr arms control
to cover nuclear warheads. The INF and START treaties
deal with the elimination of ballistic missiles, their launch-
ers and Iong-range bombers—but not with what happens
to the tens of thousands of warheads that have been Inadc
excess by the dramatic post-Cold War cuts in both str~tegic
and tactical nuclear-weapons systems.
Here, the January 19Y4 Clinton-Yeltsin summit provid-

ed an opportunity to insert in the summit statement a
mandate to establish a Russian-U. S. joint \vorking group
to “consider steps to ensure the transparency and
irreversibility of the process of reduction of nuclear weap-
ons, including the possibility of putting a portion of fission-
able material under IAEA safeguards. ”
This presidential commitment launched an interagency

process to produce a negotiating position, and a quite good
U.S. proposal for first steps in these negotiations was sub-
mitted to the Russian government in December. The U.S.
proposdl envisions exchanges of declarations of total war-
head and fissik-material inventories and verification of
fissi]e-material inventories not in warheads or naval. reac.
tor fuel.
Although the transparency and irreversibility negotia-

tions have not yet begun, negotiations on one piece of the
agenda were launched in March 1Y94. At that time, Secre-
tary O’Leary and Russian Minister of Atomic Energy,
Victor Mikhailov, signed an agreement to establish a joint
group to work out procedures for reciprocal monitoring of
the accumulation of plutonium “pits” from warhead dis-

.,’ . ~ ;. \\

Time, Temp and Threat The electronic sign over the entrance
[o the CheIyabinsk-65 hotel displays, in sequence, time of day,
temperature and the radiation level. About a hundred million Cu-
ries “f Cesi”m 137—more than 20 times the amount released hy
the IYS6Chernobyl accident—are in the i“?am”us Lake Karachay
nearby. A 1967 windstorm con?~minatcd ;in arc~ downwind with
radioacti”c dust from the dry lake bed. The eff”ti to fill the lake
with concrete blocks continues.

mandement. A technical approach based on measure-
ments of the radiation emitted by the plutonium through
the walls of the sc>dcd canisters holding the pits has been
worked out, but measurements on actual pits await com-
pletion of a formal Agreement of Cooperation to protect
the not-very-sensitive classified information that will be
revealed.

Russian F1ssile-Material Security

Probably the greatest threat of nuclear proliferation to-
day stems from the inadequate arrangements for protect-
ing Russian fissile materials from theft in the new post-
Soviet social and economic environment. There have been
mtiny alarms sounded about this problem since the Soviet
Union began to disintegrate in the fall of 1991.
Congress thought, when it voted for the Nunn-Lugar

program in 1Y91, that it had launched a maj(]r effort to help
de?d with what was then called the “loose nukes” problem.
Starting in 19Y2, the program authorized $400 million a
Year of DoD funds to be spent to assist Russia in ‘the
transportation, storage, safeguarding, and destruction of
nuclear and other weapons” of the former S(>viet Union
and “to assist in the prevention (>fweapons prolife ration.”
However, 1 found, when I arrived in the White House in
the tall of 1993. that very little had been accomplished with
regard to strengthening nuclear materials security in Rus-
sia.
U.S. negotiators for the Nunn-Lugar assistance effort

had been fended []ff from the installations that were of



most concern: facilities where Russian warheads were be-
ing dismantled and weapons-useable fissile materials were
being processed. Hard-liners in the Parliament were con-
vinced that the U. S.’s real interest was in obtaining access
to Russia’s secret facilities, and they denounced the leader-
ship of the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MinAtom) for any
move to accept U.S. assistance at such “sensitive” facili-
ties.
Some of us on the outside had anticipated this paranoia

and had proposed that the U.S. offer the Russians recipro-
cal access to the counterpart U.S. facilities in exchange for
any access that we required to verify that our assistance
was being used in the manner intended. But both the Bush
Administration and Senator Nunn’s staff were hostile to
the concept of reciprocity.
In the spring of 1994, when I raised the idea again, there

was little opposition within the Clinton Administration to
trying it. We quickly found that it worked. In July the
Administration hosted a Russian delegation to examine
the physical security arrangements at a U.S. facility at the
DoE’s Hanford, Washington site, where the U.S. had be-
gun plutonium production during World War 11. In return,
we were invited in October to visit the plutonium storage
facility at Russia’s first plutonium-production site in the
closed Urals city of Chelyabinsk-65.
With the establishment of the principle of reciprocity,

MinAtom has agreed to open the door to cooperation on
fissile-material security to include other facilities contain-
ing weapons-useable fissile material. The Administration
has responded by budgeting $30 million per year for 1995
and 19Y6 for this progrdm focused initially on Chclyabinsk-
65, two major reactor and fuel-development institutes that
have ton quantities of unirradiated plutonium and highly-
enriched uranium, and two fuel-fabrication facilities that
also handle large quantities of weapons-useable materials.

Bypassing the Bureaucracies: Lab-to-Lab

Another problem with the Nunn-Lugar effort regarding
fissile material security isthatit wasverycumbersomc. It
required the cooperation of three bureaucracies: the
DoD, whose accountants set almost impossible require-
ments for a release of the funds; the DoE, whose bureau-
cracy had the responsibility for carrying out the program;
and MinAtom, a Soviet-era ministry trying to survive in
thepost-Soviet market-driven world. The combination of
these three bureaucracies made it demoralizingly difficult
to get anything done.
To get around the roadblock, a proposal was made by a

number of individuals: Tom Cochran, a nuclear physicist
at the Natural Resources Defense Council; a group of
materials-security experts at Los Alamos; and by me in the
White House. We proposed a new program in which U.S.
and Russian materials-security experts would be able to
deal with each other directly. Undersecretary of Energy
Charles Curtis picked up this idea and decided to launch
what isnowknown asthe’’lab-to-lab’’ program. Not only
is this program free of most of Nunn-~ugar bureaucratic
overhead; it also can use its funds to put Russians as well as

Americans to work. The rule of thumb is that one third of
the funds goes to U.S. lab personnel, one third to Russian
personnel and the final third to the purchase of equipment.
The lab-to-lab program was greeted with enthusiasm by

the Russian labs and is already well ahead of the govern-
ment-to-government program in terms of accomplish-
ments. So far, Velikhov’s Kurchatov Institute of Atomic
Energy in LMOSCOWis in the lead with a state-of-the-art
security system installed in a building that contains 70
kilograms of weapon-grade uranium, During the next
year, the program is expected to begin upgrading materials
security in Russia’s two weapons labs, Arzamas-16 and
Chelyabinsk-70, andthe major plutonium and highly-en-
richedhandling complexofTomsk-7. Flftcen million dt)l-
Iars are budgeted for 19Y5 and forty million for 1996.

Talking Points

Asan outside activist, Ihadbccn ablctoprcscntidcas
for new arms-control initiatives personally to high-level
Russian government officials. Now, as a working-level
government official, I found that to be no longer possible.
Any new idea must first be vetted by an i]ltcragcncy group.
Then it is presented to the targeted government via agreed
“talking points” by an authorized official, usually from the
State Department. Sometimes the State Department was
busy and delivered the message so cursorily, or at such a
Iowlevcl, that there wasnoresponsc. Somctimcsthcrc-
sponse was “no”, but we didn’t understand why so we
would reiterate the proposal, hoping for a different re-
sponse, just to be rebuffed again.
We went through such an exercise in frustration in con-

nection with the Nunn-Lugar Agreement forCc)c>perati(]n
on fissilc-material security. At one point we became con-
vinced that Russia considered virtually all facilities cc~n-
taining weapons-useablc fissile materials “military’” f:tcili-
ties. Vice President Gore therefore propc>sed and Prime
Minister Chcrnomyrdin agreed, intheir Scptembcr19Y3
meeting, that U. S.-Russian cooperation on fissilc-material
security would extend to “military” as well as civilian fissile
m;ltcrial. This agreement was reiterated—i” a somewhat
w,zltered-dow,n form—in the January 1Y94 Clinton-Yeltsin
summit statement.
Yeltsin’s and Chernomyrdin’s agreement, however, had

no effect on MinAtom, which absolutely refused, in meet-
ing :Ifter meeting, to expand the Nunn-Lugar agreement of
cooperation on fissile-material security to cover military
materials.
After a year of this fruitless dialogue, wc learned by

accident that wehadbeen talking past each other. Ancgo-
ttiator from MinAtom came to Washington to discuss this
issue among others. Since the State Department’s negotia-
tor was out of town, 1 volunteered to fill the gap. We
exchanged the Russian and U.S. proposed language for
the amendment and found that wc were as far apart as
ever. I then invited the Russian official to I“nch and tried
to explore what was behind the Russian version.
Much to my surprise, I learned that MinAtom was will-

ing to expand the cooperative effort to cover a broad range
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The pubhc interest groups were there first! In JUIY 1989.
Frank von Hippel was a member of a Natural Resources Defense
Council group invited by E“ge”y Velikhov to “isit Russia’s first
military plutonium-produci”~ site at Chelyabinsk-65. 1“ October
1994, accompanied by U.S. fissik-material security expefis. he
re”isited tbe closed city. Here, in 1989. citizens gawk at Rep. Jim
Olin (D-VA), standing (center right) beside Velikb”v.

of weapons-useable fissile materials. Its objection was to
extending this cooperation to materials in classified forms
such as weapons components and naval-reactor fuel. I re-
ported this back to the interagency group and it was decid-
ed that MinAtom’s offer, while not everything we had
wanted, provided us plenty of important opportunities to
use the resources that wc had available for the cooperative
program. We therefore signed an agreement that spelled
out our new understanding of the Russian position, and the
program went forward.

“Gnats”

For tbc most part, however, I did not enj(]y my time
inside the Government and, at least weekly, I would ask
myself whether I was really more useful on the inside than
on the outside. Onc day, I mentioned this to a colleague in
the State Department, who had worked on the inside for2j
Years. His response was incredulous: ‘Oh you ;Irc havi,,~

much more impact inside! Those people (In the outside are
gnats!”
What he said was true in a sense. Outside public-interest

and academic experts have Iittlc impzlct on day-to-day
arms control and nonproliferation policy-making in the
government. However, they largely set the long-term
agenda.
There is little opportunity inside the government to

achieve fundamental changes in policy. This is especially
true in the areas of arms control and nonproliferation poli-
cy, where many agencies have to sign off and offici>ds
therefore only have the freedom to innovate at the margins
of the current policy consensus. Any new ideas fiace a
brutal obstacle course,
Testimony and speeches have to be “cleared” with other

agencies; proposed new initiatives must bc agreed to at
Interagency meetings; cables communicating proposals to
foreign governments must be circulated for interagency
clearance; and frequent turf battles, reorganizations, and
transfers of personnel militate against the development of

effective interagency collaborations on policy develop-
ment.
The President can in theory redirect policy. But his time

is a precious commodity and, unless he comes into office
with a clear idea of changes that he wants to make and the
determination to overcome the resistance of the agencies,
he will very soon bc forced to accept—and become the
spokesperson for—the lowest-common-denominator con-
sensus that the interagency process produces.
This consensus, however, is influenced by effective pub-

lic criticism and by outside proposals for new policy initia-
tives that gain significant political support in Congress.
Many of the new initiatives that my friends in the State
Dcpartlncnt were negotiating had first been proposed and
popularized by analysts in public interest groups. For ex-
ample, it was a very small group of public-interest-analyst-
activists, under the intellectual leadership of Christopher
Pine of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),
that worked over the years to convince Congress that the
weapons-labs, arguments against a Comprehensive Test
Ban could be rebutted.
Another small and overlapping group of public interest

activists and arademics worked in both Washington and
Moscow to give credibility to the idea of a world-wide ban
on the production of fissile materials for weapons which
was >Idopted by the Clinton Administration in September
1993. And the F.A.S, nuclear disarmament project devel-
oped many of the ideas that are to be explored in the
proposed U.S.-Russian “transparency and irreversibility’,
Valks on nuclear-warhead elimination,
The public interest sector is cbaracterizcd by a higher

ratio of commitment to policy objectives than to loyalty to
the President. This may account for why so fcw public
interest types rcccive appointments in the Executive
Bn*nch. In my own case, a high-level White House official
reacted to my proposed appointment by objecting “But ‘he
has an agenda!’,

Intelligence in the Post-Cold War World

The contribution of the public interest community also
extends increasingly into the area of information that used
to be available to policy makers only from the intelligence
agencies.
Tbe U.S. spends tens of biflions each year to collect and

analyze information about potential threats to our national
security, During the Cold War, the results were often stun-
ning—as displayed, for example, in the glossy Soviet Military
Po wcr, which was put out annually by the Defense InteRigencc
Agency during the Reagan and Bush Administrations.
Some of my friends therefore expected that, when I went

into the government, I would find that this public manifes-
tation of what the U.S. knows but the tip of a vast iceberg
of intelligence. I found, however that, in terms of what it is
important for policy-makers to know, pretty much every
thing has Ieakcd out. I also found that, in the new, post-
Cold War era, the intelligence community (}ften has more
to learn from the public interest community and journalists
than vice versa.
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Photographs from space may have been helpful in an-
swering key questions of the Cold War—’ Where are their
missiles? Is their Army massing? ’’—they are not so useful
in answering the questions that concern us now—’<Is their
nuclear-weapons material secure’? Are their nuclear-weap-
ons designers being paid?,’
To answer these questions, it is ncccssary to visit the

places that are of concern and talk to tbe people there.
And the intelligence community is typirally the last to be
able visit such places and to have open discussions with the
people who live and work there. Some of the best informa-
tion today therefore tends to come from the opt]] reports
of public interest groups and journalists.
Indeed, even when I was inside the White, House with

the full resources of the intelligence agcncics at my dispos-
al, 1 usually found it far more efficient to turn to my public
interest and journalist friends for information. The infor-
mation was also valuable for another reason: 1 could refer-
ence it in unclassified documents.

The Outlook after the Congressional Elections

With the election of a Republican-led Congress, arms
control has entered a new era. [n the past, a moderately
liberal Congressional leadership tried to cajole a conserva-
tive national security establishment (including tbc armed
services committees of Congress) into trying t“ deal with
the East-West nuclear confrontation and the North-South
proliferation problcm in part by mutual restraint rather
than relying exclusively on U.S. technological superiority.
Now wc have a Congressional leadership that has al-

ready shown itself to be impatient with restraints on ballis-
tic-missile defenses and considers the Arms C(]ntrol and
Disarmament Agency a “relic of the Cold War. ” And the
Secretary of Defense is on the defensive about Nunn-Lu-
gar’s very modest program to help Russia convert its excess
military production rapacity.
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At the salnc time, the challenges of the ncw cr:i arc
different and need not be as polarized ideologically be-
tween the advocates of “peace through strength” anti the
arms controllers as they were during the Cold War. In
particular, it should be possible to obtail] bipartisan sup-
port for effective programs to deal with the central nonpro-
liferation challenges of the next few years, specifically to:
e Help the former Soviet republics secure tbcir nuclear

weapons materials in the new circumstances of freedom of
movement and economic distress that have it so easy for
black Inarketeers to flourish;
e Eliminate the surplus nuclear weapons ~natcrials freed

by the downsizing of the Cold War nuclear arsenals; and
* .Minimizc the commercial separation of weapons-usc-

ablc plutonium from spent reactor fuel.
The instinct of conservatives is both t“ assume that these

efforts will fi~il and to support investments in efforts to
develop capabilities for detecting activities associated with
the production of weapons of mass destruction, new anti-
missile systclns, weapons to destroy underground bunkers,
etc. such as those being pursued by the DoD’s “Countcr-
prolifcration Program. ” However, the same variety of pc)s-
sibilities exists for delivering ~1nuclear weapon tis bulk
drugs—and one can expect the same limited effectiveness
for preemption and interception efforts. There should still
bc enough people in Congress who will recc)gnize this reali-
ty to secure the support needed for pursuing relatively k)w-
cost preventive programs such us those “bull ctcd” above.
Encouraging these people and increasing their numbers

will require public and Congressional education. Non-gc>v-
ernmcntal international brain-storming will be necessary
to provide insight to supplement the clumsy proccsscs by
which govcrt]ments try to negotiate. The efforts of the
F.A. S. zind other concerned public interest groups arc
therefore needed as much as ever. — P“vH
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